
Chapter 3 Constitution

• Read the article Federalist 47,48,51 & how to 
read the Constitution on www.pknock.com

• Read Chapter 3 in the Textbook 



The Origins of a New Nation

• Colonists from New World
– Escape from religious persecution
– Economic opportunity

• Independent and Diverse 
• Self-Governance

– Drafting of colonial constitutions
• Development of Industry
• Absence of 

– Feudalism, rigid class system, absolute authority of the 
monarch



Trade and Taxation
• Mercantilism

– Economic theory designed to increase a nation’s wealth 
through the development of commercial industry and 
favorable balance of trade.

– French and Indian War
• Treaty of Paris – no westward expansion
• How to pay for war and administration of colonies?
• Sugar Act (1764)
• Stamp Act (1765)

– No taxation without representation
– Sons of Liberty: boycotts



First Steps Toward Independence

• Stamp Act Congress
– Meeting of representatives of nine of the thirteen colonies 
– Representatives drafted a document to send to the king 

listing how their rights had been violated.
– Had no real effect
– Other acts followed, as well as violence

• Boston Massacre
– Committees of Correspondence
– Boston Tea Party
– Coercive Acts (Intolerable Acts-1774)



The First Continental Congress
• Key issue: extent of British authority over the colonies
• Colonial assemblies sent delegates to Continental Congress

– United the colonies
– Only Georgia did not attend
– Met in Philadelphia from Sept. 5 to Oct. 26, 1774

• 56 delegates
• Wished to iron out differences with King
• Drafted Declaration of Rights and Resolves
• If King did not respond, they would meet again in May of 1775.



The Second Continental Congress

• Fighting broke out before Congress met.
– Increased hostility toward British
– Olive Branch Petition: King refused
– Congress had already appointed Washington as commander 

in chief of the Continental Army
– Thomas Paine, Common Sense
– Richard Henry Lee’s resolution



The Declaration of Independence

• A committee of five began work on Declaration of 
Independence
– Ben Franklin, John Adams, Robert Livingston, Roger 

Sherman, and Thomas Jefferson
– July 2, 1776: 12 of 13 colonies (NY abstained) voted for 

independence.
– Content of Declaration

• Locke’s Two Treatises of Government



First Attempt: Articles of Confederation

• Compact among the thirteen original states that was 
the basis of their government
– Written in 1776; ratified in 1781
– Created a national government with Congress empowered to

• Make peace
• Appoint officers for an army
• Control the post office
• Negotiate with Indian tribes



First Attempt: 
Articles of Confederation
• Under the Articles

– Each state retained its independence and sovereignty, or 
ultimate authority

– One vote in the Continental Congress for each state, 
regardless of size

– Vote of nine states to pass any measure
– Vote of all states to amend Articles
– Selection and payment of delegates to the Congress handled 

by respective states legislatures



Problems Under the Articles
• Lack of national sentiment; little unity
• 1781-1789 was “critical period”

– Congress rarely could assemble quorum
– When they met, little agreement on policy
– Economic turmoil
– Chaotic regulation of trade among states and with foreign 

nations
– No provision of judicial system
– Lack of strong central government
– Crumbling economy



Shays’ Rebellion
• 1780: Massachusetts adopted a constitution that appeared to 

favor the wealthy.
– Property ownership required for voting and office holding
– Economy bad; banks foreclosed on farms of veterans
– Massachusetts law required payment of debts in cash
– Shays and 1500 armed, disgruntled farmers marched to Springfield.
– Congress called for militia; asked for state donations. All refused but 

Virginia.
– Private money used to raise militia
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Miracle at Philadelphia

• Congress passed resolution for the “sole and express 
purpose” of revision of the Articles.
– First day: Edmund Randolph and James Madison of Virginia 

proposed 15 resolutions creating an entirely new 
government.

– Others wished to stick to their task.
– Virginia Plan triumphed in the end.



Characteristics and Motives 
of the Framers
• 55 of 74 delegates labored during the summer to 

create the Constitution.
• All were men
• Many were quite young. Franklin, 81
• Several owned slaves.
• But were their “property interests” the motivating 

factor?



The Virginia and New Jersey Plans
• Virginia Plan

– Powerful central 
government

• Three branches
– Legislative
– Executive
– Judicial

– Two House Legislature
• One house directly 

elected, other from 
those nominated by 
state legislatures

– A legislature with power 
to select the executive 
and judiciary

• New Jersey Plan
– Strengthening the 

Articles, not replacing 
them

– Creating a one-house 
legislature with one vote 
for each state with 
representatives chosen 
by state legislatures

– Giving Congress the 
power to raise revenue 
from duties and postal 
service

– Creating a Supreme 
Court appointed for life 
by the executive officer



Constitutional Compromises over 
Representation and Slavery

• Great Compromise
– One house of legislature: there would be 56 

representatives, each directly elected by people
• Would have power to originate all bills for raising and 

spending money
– Second house of legislature: each state should have an 

equal vote, and representatives selected by the state 
legislatures

– National power would be supreme
• Three-Fifths Compromise

– “three-fifths of all other Persons”
– Assured South would hold 47 percent of the House

• Slave Trade and Commerce Compromise
– Wont talk about slavery for 20 years
– Wont tax exports



Unfinished Business
• One person executive

– Term of office
– Committee on Unfinished Portions

• Purpose to iron out problems and disagreements concerning 
the office of chief executive

• Recommended fixed term of four years, not seven
– Electoral College
– Removal of the Chief Executive

• Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors



The U.S. Constitution: 
Basic Principles
• Popular Sovereignty

– Ensures that all power ultimately rests in the hands of the people
• Limited Government

– Government can only do what the people give it the authority to 
do.

• Separation of Powers
– Way of dividing power of the national government among three 

branches.
– Members of branches are selected by and responsible to different 

constituencies



The U.S. Constitution: 
Basic Principles
• Checks and Balances

– Gives each of the three branches of government some degree of 
oversight and control over the actions of the others, preventing 
any one entity from gaining absolute power over the country.

• Judicial Review
– The Supreme Court, Federal Courts and most State Courts have the 

power to declare an action unconstitutional, making it illegal.
• Federal System

– Plan of government created by Constitution in which power is 
divided between the national government and the state 
governments and in which independent states are bound together 
under one national government



The Articles of the Constitution
• Article 1: The Legislative Branch

– Powers of legislative branch
– Bicameral legislature
– Qualifications for holding office
– Terms of office
– Methods of selection
– System of apportionment
– Section 8 carefully lists the enumerated powers – 17 specific powers
– Necessary and Proper Clause

• Elastic clause – basis for implied powers



The Articles of the Constitution

• Article II:  The Executive Branch
– Vests the executive power in a president
– Sets the president’s term at 4 years
– Explains the Electoral College
– States the qualifications for office
– Describes the mechanism to replace the president in case of death, 

disability, or removal
– Powers and duties found in Section 3

• Commander in chief, authority to make treaties with Senate consent, 
appointment power, State of the Union, and the “take care” clause, 
removal of the president



The Articles of the Constitution

• Article III: The Judicial Branch
–Establishes a Supreme Court and defines its 

jurisdiction
–Supreme Court was given power to settle disputes 

between states or between national government 
and states.

–Ultimately, Supreme Court would determine what 
provisions of the Constitution actually meant.



The Articles of the Constitution

• Articles IV Through VII
– Attempted to anticipate problems that might occur in the 

operation of the new national government and relations it 
had with the states.

– Article IV: Full Faith and Credit Clause
• States honor the laws and judicial proceedings of other states
• Mechanisms for admitting new states to the Union



The Articles of the Constitution

• Articles IV Through VII
– Article V specifies how amendments can be added to the 

Constitution.
– Article VI contains the Supremacy Clause.

• Provides that the “Constitution, and the laws of the United States” as 
well as all treaties are to be the supreme law of the land.

• Also specifies that no religious test shall be required for holding office.
– Article VII concerns the procedures for ratification of the new 

Constitution.
• Nine of thirteen states would have to agree to, or ratify, its new 

provisions before it would become the supreme law of the land.



Drive for Ratification

• Second Continental Congress accepted the 
work of the convention. 
–Forwarded the proposed Constitution to the states 

for their vote
–Debated hotly by the Federalists and Anti-

Federalists



Federalists versus Anti-Federalists

• Federalists
– Favored a 

stronger national 
government and 
supported the 
proposed 
Constitution

– Later became the 
first political party 
in the U.S.

• Anti-Federalists
– Favored strong 

state governments 
and a weak 
national 
government

– Opposed the 
ratification of the 
U.S. Constitution



The Federalist Papers
• Series of 85 political papers written by John Jay, 

Alexander Hamilton, and James Madison
– Supported the ratification of the Constitution
– Hamilton wrote 51, Madison wrote 26,  Jay wrote 5
– Appeared in newspapers where ratification was in doubt
– Brutus and Cato among others versus Publius



Ratifying the Constitution
• Three states acted quickly to ratify the Constitution.

– Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
– Massachusetts assented, but wanted amendments to protect individual 

rights.
– New Hampshire: crucial ninth state to ratify on June 21, 1788.
– NY and VA had not ratified, but would.
– North Carolina and Rhode Island still held out. 

• Worried about their new currency and its value upon ratification.
• NC rejected the Constitution on basis of no Anti-Federalist amendments were 

included.
• Congress submitted the Bill of Rights to the states for ratification in September 

1789



Amending the Constitution: 
The Bill of Rights
• First ten amendments to the U.S. Constitution

– Specific protections of personal rights
• Freedom of expression, speech, religion, and assembly
• Right to bear arms and no quartering of soldiers responses to 

British rule
• Ninth Amendment: enumerated rights are not inclusive
• Tenth Amendment: powers not given to the national 

government are reserved by the states or the people



Formal Amendment 
Process

First step

This is the 
way all 27 
amendments 
have begun!

or



Formal Amendment 
Process

Second Step

Used 26 
Times

Used 1 Time

OR



Formal Amendment 
Process

Most Common 26 of 27 
Times



Formal Amendment Process



Informal Amendment



There have been many informal 
amendments to the Constitution. 
Unlike formal amendments, these

have not changed the Constitution's
actual words. These changes have 

come from five sources.



1. Laws
nn Congress has changed the 

Constitution through laws it has 
passed. It has done this in two 
ways. First, it has passed laws to fill 
in details about the specific ways the 
government works. Second, it has
passed other laws that explain 
certain parts of the Constitution. For 
example, every time it passes a law 
about the United States Postal 
Service, Congress further explains 
the meaning of the Constitution's 
power to "establish post offices."



2. Executive Action
nn Presidents have also made informal 

changes to the Constitution.
nn They do this when they interpret 

what the Constitution says about 
their powers. One example is an 
executive agreement, or pact, that 
the President makes with another 
country's leader. Presidents use 
these agreements instead of making 
treaties, which is described in the 
Constitution but takes a lot of time 
and includes Congress.



3. Court Decisions
nn The courts, especially 

the U.S. Supreme Court, 
have done much to 
informally change the 
Constitution. Courts help 
explain a part of the 
Constitution when they 
rule on a case. They 
decide if a government 
action is constitutional.
For example, in one 
case, Marbury v.
Madison, the Supreme
Court said the 
Constitution allowed 
judicial review.



4. Party Practices
nn Political parties have 

informally shaped 
what the government 
does. They have 
decided, for example, 
how people become 
government officials. 
Parties also affect 
how Congress and the 
President make 
decisions.



5. Customs
nn Customs are the usual ways 

people do certain things.
Many customs have 
developed in American 
government. They show how 
government officials have 
decided what the Constitution
means. For example, it 
became a custom for the 
heads of executive 
departments to form the 
President's cabinet. Until the 
1940s, it was the custom that 
Presidents served no more 
than two terms. The 
Constitution did not talk 
about either of these issues.



nn The informal amendment process allows the 
Constitution to adapt to the needs of the times 
w/out sacrificing personal freedom.

nn Informal amendments give shape & purpose to 
government.

nn Keeps the Constitution “up-to-date; ” it is the 
oldest functioning written constitution in the 
world.


